Changelog ToolIP 2021:

Plugins:
- plugin `filter::IsoNonlinDiffusion`: support overly large filter sizes. Be aware that edge treatment causes indices out of bounds onto the opposite edge
- plugin `IO::SaveText` did not show errors when trying to save into folder without permission
- plugin `utility::ReplaceValue` speedup for large replacement lists on 2nd input port, large speedup for `GREY_8` and `GREY_16` images, slight speedup for `GREY_F` images

New plugins:
- new toolbox handling with plugins `GraphOnZone`, `GraphOnSlice`, `GraphOnLabel`, `GraphFromFile`, `ParameterLoop`

Plugin changes:
- plugin `arithmetic::Calc` function `grey8()` now supports image type `MONO`
- plugin `arithmetic::Calc` new function `mono()`
- plugin `arithmetic::Calc` allows now parameters being readable for the calc functions to support passing of user parameters such like verbosity state
- plugin `arithmetic::Calc`: when a boolean parameter `divbyzeroiserror` with value `false` is present, then divisions to not result in an error, but the result of division by zero will be `+INFINITY` or `-INFINITY` for finite values, and `NAN` for nonfinite values
- plugin `segmentation::Otsu` has now a 2nd output with the actual threshold used in segmentation, that is, the Otsu value multiplied by factor

ToolIP:
- when inpin or outpin is selected, then the connected edges are marked clearly

MAOICmd:
- the fallback formats for result image saving is changed from PNG to TIFF on 1st retry, and to IASS.GZ on 2nd retry (or on 1st try for very large
RAGBI:
- fix crash on import of ASCII/TEXT and REK/REK.GZ files

ToolImA:
- FastReassign tool for changing the label with the left mouse click (pressing a number 0-9 on the keyboard selected the corresponding label in the label list)
- LabelMe export/import json-files functions
- Support for the ZoneList plugin output, which is now accepted as input for the fourth input pin, when run inside ToolIP
- The main view now remembers the last transformations (zoom, rotations, scroll position, ...) for each image
- The EditPolygonTool now supports the “Delete” key.
- The PolygonTool now switches to the EditPolygonTool after a new polygon has been drawn
- The LineTool now switches to the EditLineTool after a new line has been drawn
- The Ruler tool now respects transformations and the baseline is always draw horizontally in view coordinates.
- Support for loading and saving ToolImA projects as gzipped files
- The fill color (fast reassign) tool now supports copying the label id with the right mouse button and pasting it with the left button

Known Issues:
- plugin Gauss with sigma < 1.0 is not symmetric